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Aluminum front-load 
snap frames that give you
the freedom of choice.
With our new FreedomFrame variants, your options are
truly endless.  Whether you prefer the traditional round 
profile, or our new square profile, conventional mitered 
or modern straight-cut corners, we've got a FreedomFrame
for you.  Need to hang mid-store?  Now you can with our
Back-to-Back version.  Need a large format snap frame for
your wall graphics?  Now it's easier than ever with our new
Do-It-Yourself FreedomFrame.

• Always cut to your 
exact specifications.

• Durable, elegant 
aluminum finish.

• Unique snap-open, 
snap-closed hinge for
secure, easy access.

• Bold 1-3/8” wide rails.

FreedomFrame®

Color Options 

12FF100
Shown in black anodized, and clear anodized 

“Live area” is the amount of your graphic actually shown when
placed in a frame. When you put a graphic into a FreedomFrame,
a 1/2” margin is covered by the frame. 

Live Area Calculator

Graphic 
8.5” x 11” 

Live Area 
7.5” x 10” 
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1-800-631-9707
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Always cut to your exact specifications.

Back-to-Back
Hang mid-store with our newly
redesigned double-sided
FreedomFrame. Sturdier and more
durable than ever, this double-
sided frame can be used with
cables featuring either a loop or
saucer. Available in round or
square profile, straight or mitered
corners.

Straight Cut and Square Profile 
Our popular FreedomFrame is now available in either round or square 
profile with mitered or rounded corners. Your choice!

Do-It-Yourself
Ships unassembled and without a backer board to 
save you money on shipping. Ideal for large format
wall graphics. Choose round or square profile.
Available with rounded corners only.

Substrate Possibilities 

inches millimeters points

1/50” 1/2 mm. 20 pt.maximum thickness
equivalent to: 
2 business cards

Use only thin substrates.

All FreedomFrame orders are cut to your exact specifications. 

FreedomFrame Example  
Example Graphic Size 

12FF100

8-1/2” x 11” 

22” x 28” 

24” x 36” 

8-1/2” x 11” 

22” x 28” 

24” x 36” 

12FF200

Example Graphic Size 

12FF102

8-1/2” x 11” 

22” x 28” 

24” x 36” 

8-1/2” x 11” 

22” x 28” 

24” x 36” 

8-1/2” x 11” 

22” x 28” 

24” x 36” 

12FF202

12FF300

Sizes reflect combined laminate and substrate thickness. 

Back-to-Back Miter Cut*

Back-to-Back Straight Cut*

Do-it-Yourself Straight Cut

Miter Cut

Straight Cut

NEW!

*B2B prcing includes a 6” loop and saucer. Call for pricing on additional cable options

Quick Ship program only applies for certain products and quantities.  Please ask your
Account Manager for details.


